
 

FONDO- $70 
Economical, all around cycling jersey for the recreational rider. Comfortable styling is combined with single fabric construction and 
moisture-wicking fabric making it a popular choice for bike tours, mountain biking or group events. 

 AIRSURF moisture-wicking performance fabrics 

 Full-length hidden front-zipper 

 Optional Relaxed-Cut and Standard-Cut fit-styles 

 3 rear cargo pockets & 1 zippered storage pocket 

 Elasticized waist with partial silicon gripper 

 Reflective elements for improved rider visibility 

 

NOVA - $90 
Slim cut, premium race jersey designed for the elite cyclist. Race with the confidence of an advanced aero-tight pattern construction 
and ultra-light European performance fabrics, giving you the advantage when every 
second counts. 

 Upgraded moisture-wicking performance fabrics 

 Full-length hidden front-zipper 

 Body contouring Standard-Cut and Slim-Cut fit-styles 

 3 rear cargo pockets & 1 zippered storage pocket 

 Elasticized waist with partial silicon gripper 

 Reflective elements for improved rider visibility 

 Flatlock stitching for added durability 

 

Size Waist Chest Inseam 

XS 26-28.5 33-35 31.5 

S 29-31.5 36-38 32 

M 32-34.5 39-41 32.5 

L 35-37.5 42-44 33 

XL 38-39.5 44-46 33.5 

2XL 40-42.5 46-49 34 

Size Waist Hips Bust Inseam 

XS 23-25 33-35 31-33 29 

S 25-27 35-37 33-35 29.5 

M 27-29 37-39 35-37.5 30 

L 29-32 39-42 37.5-40 30.5 

XL 32-34 42-44 40-42.5 31 

2XL 34-37 44-47 42.5-45 31.5 



 

 

PELOTON PRO -$85 
Form-fitting, race-oriented shorts featuring a wrap around design that expands the customizable area. Durable, high-compression 
performance fabrics from Italy provide maximum stretch and recovery, while the Powerband grippers and premium chamois deliver 
a technical edge extending your saddle time and comfort. 

 Professional grade Aenergia™ and Eschler™ fabrics 

 Finished Edge Powerband grippers 

 E.I.T. HP Carbonium Chamois from Italy 

 Reflective elements for improved rider visibility 

 

PELOTON PRO BIB- $90 
Form-fitting, race oriented bib shorts featuring a wrap around design that expands the customizable area. Durable, high-
compression performance fabrics from Italy provide maximum stretch and recovery, while the Powerband grippers and premium 
chamois deliver a technical edge extending your saddle time and comfort. 

 Professional grade Aenergia™ and Eschler™ fabrics 

 Finished Edge Powerband grippers 

 E.I.T. HP Carbonium Chamois from Italy 

 Reflective elements for improved rider visibility 

 



 


